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astride With one leg on each side.
She sat astride the chair.

auditorium
The part of a theatre, concert hall, or other public building in which the
audience sits.
The National Indoor Arena is a magnificent auditorium and one of Britain s
premier indoor venues.

bench Exhibit on a bench.
The coach benched quarterback Cunningham in favour of McMahon.

bin Store in bins.
Paint on the bottles indicated which way up they should be binned.

box The quantity contained in a box.
Ten thousand people booed him when he stepped into the box.

brunch Eat a meal in the late morning.
He cobbled together a brunch of cold remains from the fridge.

carte A list of dishes available at a restaurant.

centerpiece Something placed at the center of something else (as on a table.
Education was the centerpiece of the Democratic Party s political platform.

chair
The person in charge of a meeting or of an organization used as a neutral
alternative to chairman or chairwoman.
He held a chair in physics.

crouch A crouching stance or posture.
Leo was crouched before the fire.

desk
A counter in a hotel, bank, or airport at which a customer may check in or
obtain information.
A desk job.

dine Have supper; eat dinner.
We often dine with friends in this restaurant.
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flop With a flopping sound.
His blond hair flopped over his eyes.

incubate Grow under conditions that promote development.
The BSE bug incubates for around three years.

kneel Rest one’s weight on one’s knees.
In church you have to kneel during parts of the service.

log
Enter an incident or fact in the log of a ship or aircraft or in another
systematic record.
The incident has to be logged.

matrix
An organizational structure in which two or more lines of command,
responsibility, or communication may run through the same individual.
The matrix of gravel paths is hoed regularly.

menu An agenda of things to do.
Politics and sport are on the menu tonight.

pedestal Set or support on a pedestal.
They put him on a pedestal.

proscenium The stage of an ancient theatre.

recliner An armchair whose back can be lowered and foot can be raised to allow the
sitter to recline in it.

refectory A room used for communal meals in an educational or religious institution.

remit The act of remitting especially the referral of a law case to another court.
The request for an investigation was remitted to a special committee.

seat Provide with seats.
He booked their seats in advance.

shelve Fit with shelves.
One whole long wall was shelved.

sit Be or remain in a particular position or state.
You can sit wherever you like.

squat
An exercise in which a person squats down and rises again while holding a
barbell across one s shoulders.
He was muscular and squat.

table A group seated at table for a meal.
Children at the school have spelling tests and learn their tables.

tensile Relating to tension.
A tensile steel rod.

terrace Make into terraces as for cultivation.
The slope had to be terraced.
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